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Telegärtner goes Industry

Even outside offices, Ethernet is today a widely employed technology. While some of 
the same wiring components can be used for both Industrial Ethernet and office appli-
cations, the harsh manufacturing environment subjects data network components too 
much higher levels of strain and pressure: dust, moisture, chemicals, mechanical stresses, 
extreme temperatures and increased electromagnetic interference all act on the 
wiring and represent entirely new challenges. At the same time, manufacturing 
demands the highest levels of reliability and availability since a failure – no matter 
how brief – can result in significant financial losses. It is particularly in the industri-
al area that the quality and reliability of components take on crucial significance –  
especially with regard to data outlets and connectors. Aside from the quality of ca-
refully matched components, protection against solid and liquid materials is highly 
important for industrial application. 

Telegärtner has taken on this topic and developed a future-orientated solution for 
Industrial Ethernet based on our connectors from the office sector which have been 
proven a million times over.

Industrial applications in particular are characterised by their wide range of demands 
on connectors in terms of protection classes, transmission rates, etc. So customers are 
often forced to obtain their connectors and components from different manufacturers 
and create their own mix to meet their needs. 

But with DataVoice Industry from Telegärtner this is now a thing of the past. 

insulation
IEC 60512-3-1

surge
IEC 60512-4-1

temperature
IEC 60512-11-4
IEC 61076-3-106

leakage
IEC 60512-3-1
IEC 61076-3-106

steam
IEC 60512-11-12
IEC 61076-3-106
IEC 60068-2-30

humidity
IEC 61076-3-106
IEC 60529

shock
IEC 60512-2-5
IEC 60512-6-3

IEC 61076-3-106
EN 61373

salt spray
EN 50155

dust
IEC 61076-3-106

IEC 60529

submersion
IEC 61076-3-106

IEC 60529

vibration
IEC 60512-2-1
IEC 60512-2-5
IEC 60512-6-4

IEC61076-3-106
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Components for the 
Floor Distributor

Components for Field 
Cabling

Outlets Components for the 
Control Cabinet

DataVoice Industry: 
One Solution for any Requirement

The industry standard connectors and cabling compon-
ents from the DataVoice Industry programme ensure reli-
able connections in the control cabinet, floor distributor, 
machine distributor or Ethernet unit. All the demands 
which users encounter in the industrial environment are 
considered. 

Glass fiber and copper, flange and housing. All of the 
components from the DataVoice Industry programme 
are compliant with all internationally valid standards 
in contact reliability, housing stability and transmission 
rates in the Industrial Ethernet.
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High Speed – from Installation 
to Transmission

Simplest Handling 

Demands made on fast networking, on reporting and 
on process control are continually increasing. With Data-
Voice Industry the user finally has a solution which meets 
every requirement. A data transfer rate from 10 MB to 
10 GB opens up entirely new possibilities for users, both 
in process design as well as in logistics.

The connector generation for industrial applications 
has been developed to make installation quick, easy, 
safe and above all reliable without the need for spe-
cial tools. As is the case, Telegärtner connectors are 
characterized by maximum flexibility when it comes 
to installation options. This starts with preassembled 
units and components which can be easily put together 

and, more importantly, without special tools; and carries 
over to the simple installation options for flanges. 
With Telegärtner DataVoice Industry the user has the 
choice between central screw-on connections for stan-
dard wall cutouts or of four screws for exterior moun-
ting. Both options can be easily realized with standard 
punch tools.
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Customised Solutions for Industrial Ethernet

All of the products in the DataVoice Industry portfolio were 
developed for reliable transmission of data and signals in 
the harsh industrial environment. However, since every 
application has its own special requirements, it is some-
times necessary to adapt individual products or modules 
to the specific requirements of the application. Telegä-
rtner provides a wide range of customer services which 
accompany and support the products for this purpose. 

With the online configurator, for example, you have the 
possibility of configuring and inquiring for cables and fi-
ber optic patch panels to meet your requirements. Other 
customised product developments such as our outlets or 
distribution boxes ensure uncomplicated and structured 
cabling of halls, machinery or plants.

TICNET-Configurator: Simply 
assemble cables and fiber 
optic patch panels online

Do you want to assemble cables and connectors online 
or a fiber optic patch panel to meet your specific needs 
and then send an order inquiry straight away? Then the 
TICNET configurator developed by Telegärtner is just 
what you need as it allows you to customise any pro-
duct to your requirements.

Different 
configurators

Selection of four diffe-
rent configurators for a 
wide and diverse range 
of individual product 
combinations:

for fiber optic patch  
 panels

  
 fiber optic links

  
 cords and pigtails  
 (IP20 and IP67)

 
 (IP20 and IP67

More detailed 
product information

Each individual product 
which you require for 
your specific configurati-
on needs is displayed in 
detail with images and 
technical data.

Clear itemisation

All the information rela-
ting to the product you 
require is listed in a clear 
breakdown including the 
gross list prices classified 
by price bracket. 

Your data is available in 
PDF format for down-
load after configuration. 

Configuration 
memory

All the cable links 
and fiber optic patch 
panels which you have 
developed in the TICNET 
configurator are saved 
in a shopping basket, 
allowing you to view 
your configurations at 
any time or use them for 
subsequent orders.
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The wall boxes or wall splice boxes from Telegärtner are 
ideal for adapting multifiber loose tube cables to duplex or 
breakout cables. All accessories such as cable glands, splice 
cassettes, distribution plates and fiber optic adaptors can be 
combined as you like and assembled on request.

Telegärtner offers you outlets with preassembled flange 
housings for connecting individual devices or complete auto-
mation islands. The unbreakable housings of our outlets with 
protection class IP67 allow them to be used directly in the 
production environment
 

Telegärtner mounting rail distributors are available either for 
connecting loose tube cables, mini-breakout or breakout 
cables with up to 12 fibers in splicing technique or with fiber 
optic adaptors for plugging preassembled fiber optic cables. 

and E2000 Compact types can be installed in the exchange-
able front plate.

Customised Product Developments

Your parameter selection:

Your parameter selection:

housing size

equipment (splice cassette 

Your parameter selection:

housing size

 opti connectors and fibre types

IP67 outlets

Wall boxes

Applications for mounting rails

  cable glands

fiber optic connector type 
  and fiber types
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Telegärtner STX:
Connector Platform for Industrial Ethernet

con-nectors from Telegärtner offer you firstclass, standards-compliant Industrial Ether-
net solutions. One reason for this is their resistance to the stresses en-countered in 

where you can equip protective housings with such an unlimited variety of plug or 
bulkhead inserts.

An interface which meets all the demands 
of industrial connection technology

platform concept, taking all requirements, 
possibilities and eventualities in the field of 
industrial connection technology into conside-
ration: fiber optics and copper, bulkhead and 
housing.

-
ferent housings. For modern networks operating at gigabit rates nothing is simpler 
or more reliable. Be it for factory or machinery and equipment wiring – you’ll 
always be on the safe side with STX Ethernet connectors.
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Advantage thanks to maximum modularity. The new  
-

STEADYTEC®

technology, offer standards-compliant solutions which 
can be flexibly combined with one another – without 
troublesome adjustments since the freely selectable  
inserts can be used in all IP67 protective housings. This 
provides greater freedom in component selection and 

 
fibre optic connectors for Plastic Optical Fibers (POF), Pla-
stic Clad Fibers (PCF) and Glass Optical Fibers (GOF) in 

this, a unique selection of versions in either plastic or 
metal is available. Additionally, all conectors are standar-

No Limits on Combination: 
The Modular STX Connector System

1
9
" 

P
a
n
e
l

19" Panel InsertsPlugs Plugs

Variant 1

2SC  
adaptor

 
adaptor

IP
6
7
 c

o
n
n
e
ct

o
rs Plug inserts Plug housing | Bulkhead Bulkhead inserts Plugs
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In summary: Nothing is simpler and more reliable for  
modern, gigabit-speed networks; whether for factory, 
machine and equipment wiring, or whether for reliable 
connections between shop, machine and equipment  
networks. 

 
Thanks to its wide range, the product line guarantees 

you crucial advantages during planning, assembly and 
ongoing operations for numerous applications. The 
user has the choice and thus always obtains the pro-
duct which best suits the given application. Every 
version – whether with plastic or metal housing – is 
designed for IP67 protection.

Telegärtner STX: mit „STEADYTEC ® Reliable Technology“

In order to fully prepared Industrial Ethernet for the special chal-
lenges presented by this harsh environment, Telegärtner – working 
together with leading firms from the field – has developed the 
so-called “STEADYTEC ®” technology. STEADYTEC ® stands for a 
simple, reliable connecting technique for harsh environments. 

Any product carrying the “STEADYTEC ®

offers the user full assurance that the connector in question com-
plies with all international standards for Industrial Ethernet: 100 %. 
The stringent demands with respect to quality and system continu-
ity are reflected across the entire product range. Planners, installers 
and operators are pleased with this combination of reliability, 
compliance with standards, flexibility, variety and modularity. 
Only products which can meet these criteria may wear the 
“STEADYTEC ®

Variant 1

2xSC

IP67 outlet metal double gang

IP67 outlet metal single gang

IP67 surface mounting outlet

Variant 1

Plug inserts Plug housing Bulkhead Bulkhead insertsOutlets

IP
6
7
 o

u
tl

e
ts

SC Duplex plug

IP20 mounting rail outlet for FO

USB coupler

SC Duplex adaptor

Plugs Mounting rail outlet Inserts

IP
2
0
 m

o
u
n
ti

n
g

 r
a
il
 o

u
tl

e
t
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Telegärtner
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Telegärtner:
Best Contacts for your Success

Telegärtner Karl Gärtner GmbH in Steinenbronn near Stuttgart is an internationally 
operative full provider for professional solutions in connection technology. The tra-

structured building cabling and modular programmes in the industrial and fiber optic 
sector. 

supplier for telephone installations for American barracks to one of the top addresses 
for coaxial connectors, Data Voice components and cable assembly. But this remarka-
ble development was only possible because the demands of the traditional company 
have not changed in all these years. Telegärtner does not just want to produce good 
quality but to give customers excellent solutions with which they can work success-
fully. 

Telegärtner meets high tech demands and satisfies conventional customer needs with 
-

rtner is the ideal standard supplier and development partner for customers who de-
mand and expect the best contacts for their success.

Detailed information about Telegärtner as well as our online catalogue you can find at: 
www.telegaertner.com
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Networking Components

Coaxial Connectors

Cable Assemblies

Precision Turned Parts

Plastic Injection Mould Parts

Industrial Electronics

Networking Components

Coaxial Connectors

Cable Assemblies

Precision Turned Parts

Plastic Injection Mould Parts

Industrial Electronics
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Telegärtner Products:
Utilize the Range within the Telegärtner Group

The Telegärtner group offers you a complete and varied network of services. If you are 
already working successfully with Telegärtner in one of the following product areas, 
you can also profit from our outstanding performance in other areas – and exploit the 
resulting synergies. Please contact your authorised Telegärtner sales partner to receive 
additional catalogues and information material!

Coaxial Connectors
Whether you require coaxial connectors for high power transfer in the area of transmission, submi-

niature connectors for dense packaging, or precision connectors for laboratory equipment, we can 

meet your every need with our extensive line of standard products – as well as, naturally, connectors 

specially designed to meet individual customer specifications.

Networking Components
We offer you an extensive line of connection components for telecommunications and data transmis-

sion technology. On the one hand, high performance, active and passive components for transmission 

via copper cables and, on the other, connection and distribution components for fibre optics.

Cable Assembly
On request, we can provide you ready-to-use coaxial and other cables which we assemble ourselves. 

-

ventional coax cables, we also pre-assemble semi-rigid, semi-flex, and corrugated cables.

Precision Turned Parts
Telegärtner Gerätebau manufactures precision turned parts of the highest quality. These include 

 

from 6 mm to 26 mm; parts made from brass, aluminium, steel, stainless steel, and other materials. 

Our extensive knowledge in postprocessing techniques such as grinding and milling, gal- 

vanic surface treatment as well as heat treatment round off our service offerings.

Plastic Injection Mould Parts
Telegärtner Kunststofftechnik brings its comprehensive know-how to bear on complex material com-

binations, from product development right up to series production, from multi-component injection 

Industrial Electronics

entryway speaker systems as well as emergency call systems. We offer everything from development 

(hardware and software) based on customer specifications, to technical consultation and prototype 

testing and acceptance by the TÜV (the leading technical approval institution in Germany), up to pro-

duction in small and large series. Device construction covers every aspect from PCB population and 

sub-assembly mounting, up to complete device manufacturing.
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RJ45 WLL        LIP20 IP44 IP67

INDUSTRY
Plug Housings/Bulkheads

Plug/Bulkhead Inserts

Data Outlets

Patch Cords

Patch Panels

Ready-To-Install Fiber Optic Links

Data Center Solutions

Fiber-To-The-Home Solutions

HOME
Patch Cords, Plugs, Pigtails

Modul Systems

Complete Solutions for Small Networks

Patch Panels

Data Outlets

ISDN Components

DataVoice is a reliable professional package for desig-
ners, fitters and users developed by Telegärtner to meet 
all generic cabling requirements in office buildings, 
production halls and machines. The DataVoice range 
includes components for copper and fibre optic cable 
networks and connectors for industrial applications. 

The office product line ranges from connection and dis-
tribution components for optical transmission systems 
and preassembled optical fibre sections right through 
to powerful passive components for copper cable trans-
mission.

Professional Package System for Generic Building Cabling

Data Voice 
The Cabling System with PLUS POINTS
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OFFICE

Fiber-To-The-Home Solutions

Patch Panels

Data Outlets

Modul Systems

Patch Cords, Plugs, Pigtails

ISDN Components

Wall Boxes

Ready-To-Install Fiber Optic Links

Data Center Solutions

Fiber-To-The-Home Solutions

Whether your requirements be for on the factory 
floor or for the wiring machinery: with our extremely 

-
thing you require for modern gigabit-speed networks 
in the industrial environment of production areas and  
machinery wiring. 

Our product offering is complemented with cable  
assemblies - for a complete generic building cabling 
system.

DataVoice
The Cabling System with 
PLUS POINTS for...

…Power

GBit with fiber optics and 10 Gbit with copper 
thanks to cutting-edge technology.

…Practicality
Integrated system for office networks, produc-
tion halls, machine and plant networks.

…Availablity
IP20 and IP67 protected housings for reliable 
connections for extreme demands in heavy-
duty conditions.

…User-friendliness
Easier to install thanks to pre-assembled com-
ponents and cables.

+



Development

Delivery Service

Manufacturing

Policy on Quality
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Telegärtner Quality: 
Connectors for highest demands

Policy on Quality

Because we always want to offer you, our customers, the best contacts, our quality ex-
pectations go far beyond standard. Accordingly, we view ISO as merely a standard for 
quality – Telegärtner quality, on the other hand, is something we improve daily. It is with 
this in mind that we have instituted a quality assurance programme according to DIN EN 

-
ring up to shipping and maintenance. A CAQ programme, the most up-to-date measuring 

-
yees and the continual optimisation of the Total Quality Management: That´s what makes 
Telegärtner so unique.

Development and Manufacturing

The products developed with CAD are optimized in our labs with the aid of network ana-
lysers and intermodulation test benches. A well-balanced ratio between fully automated, 
semi-automated and manual manufacturing processes guarantees a high level of flexibility. 
In addition to the wide range of standard types listed in this catalogue, a multitude of 
special designs are also available. Additional products can be – and are – developed and 
manufactured based on your specifications.

Delivery Service

in 
the manufacturing, where we consider your requests up to the delivery, where we do more 
than necessary, to afford you the best contacts in the right place at the right time. A fully 

figure against which you can measure the performance of our logistic department.
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Visit us online!

www.telegaertner.com

Get an insight into our extensive product spectrum and learn more about us – as a reliable 
partner around the clock and around the world! 

Here you can find quickly and easily useful information regarding e. g. agents and preferred 
stockists, information regarding new products or test certificates in our download area. 

Our Online-Catalogue keeps you constantly informed on our complete product portfolio – 
always up-to-date. By using open navigation structure and integrated full text retrieval you 
are sure to find the products you are looking for quickly. Every product group is described 
in detail with corresponding technical parameters and special features. You can obtain 
extensive information on every product in picture and text, as well as you can download 
important information such as assembly instructions as PDF-file onto your computer. 

With a mouse click the product lands with all relevant data in the product basket. You will 
find a clear easily-to-read list, which you can work at your own speed and discretion. After 
you have dispatched the list to us, just lean back and relax in the knowledge that, from 
that moment on, we will be doing our outmost to deal with your inquiry as quickly and as 
carefully as possible! 
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Telegärtner Karl Gärtner GmbH
Steinenbronn, Germany

Telegärtner Gerätebau GmbH
Höckendorf, Germany

Telegärtner Elektronik GmbH
Crailsheim, Germany

Telegärtner Inc.
Franklin Park, USA

Telegärtner Kunststofftechnik GmbH
Steinenbronn, Germany

Japan Telegärtner Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan

Telegärtner Taiwan Co., Ltd. 
Taipei City, Taiwan

Telegärtner France SARL
Paris, France

The Telegärtner Group 
Worldwide there for you

The head office of the Telegärtner Group is located in 
Steinenbronn, Germany. It lies in the heart of the Stutt-
gart industrial region from where world-renowned com-
panies such as Mercedes Benz, Porsche, or Bosch began 
their global triumphal march.

Telegärtner Germany manufactures networking compo-
nents and coaxial connectors for structured cabling as  
well as plastic injection moulded parts in Steinenbronn.  

Precision turned parts and components for fibre optic 
technology are produced in Höckendorf (near Dresden). 
Finally, active and passive electronic sub-assemblies are 
developed and manufactured in Crailsheim. Beyond this, 
we also have several overseas subsidiaries.

Telegärtner Web: www.telegaertner.com       Tel: +49 (0) 71 57 / 1 25 100       Fax: +49 (0) 71 57 / 1 25 120       E-Mail: info@telegaertner.com
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Telegärtner Head Office and Worldwide Subsidiaries

Telegärtner Karl Gärtner GmbH
Steinenbronn, Germany

Telegärtner Karl Gärtner GmbH
Lerchenstr. 35
D-71144 Steinenbronn
Germany

Tel:  +49(0)7157/125-100 
Fax: +49(0)7157/125-120  
info@telegaertner.com
www.telegaertner.com

Head Office

Telegärtner Kunststofftechnik GmbH
Steinenbronn, Germany

Telegärtner Kunststofftechnik GmbH
Gewerbestr. 4-6
D-71144 Steinenbronn
Germany

Tel:  +49(0)7157/525010 
Fax: +49(0)7157/72512
kunststofftechnik@telegaertner.com
www.tg-kunststofftechnik.com

Subsidiary

Telegärtner Elektronik GmbH
Crailsheim, Germany

Telegärtner Elektronik GmbH
Hofäckerstr. 18
D-74564 Crailsheim
Germany

Tel:  +49(0)7951/488-0 
Fax: +49(0)7957/488-80
elektronik@telegaertner.com
www.telegaertner-elektronik.de

Subsidiary

Telegärtner Gerätebau GmbH
Höckendorf, Germany

Telegärtner Gerätebau GmbH
Frauenstr. 1
D-01774 Höckendorf
Germany

Tel:  +49(0)35055/682-0 
Fax: +49(0)35055/612-24
geraetebau@telegaertner.com
www.geraetebau.telegaertner.com

Subsidiary

Japan Telegärtner Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan

Japan Telegärtner Ltd.
Shibuya-YT Bldg.02-5F
21-3 Shinsen-Cho, Shibuya-Ku
J-Tokyo 150-0045, Japan

Tel:  +81-3-5790-7621 
Fax: +81-3-5790-7622  
info.japan@telegaertner.com
www.telegaertner.co.jp

Subsidiary

Telegärtner Inc.
Franklin Park, USA

Telegärtner Inc.
411 Domenic Court
Franklin Park, IL 60131
USA

Tel:  +1-630-616-7600 
Fax: +1-630-616-8322
info.usa@telegaertner.com
www.telegartner.com

Subsidiary

Telegärtner France SARL
Paris, France

Telegärtner France SARL
47, rue du Trou Grillon
F - 91280 Saint-Pierre-du-Perray
France

Tel:  +33-1 64 93 64 37 
Fax: +33-1 64 93 64 57
info.france@telegaertner.com
www.telegaertner.com

Subsidiary

Telegärtner Taiwan Co., Ltd. 
Taipei City, Taiwan

Telegärtner Taiwan Co., Ltd. 
15F, No. 79, Alley 3, Lane 182, Sec. 2
Wen Hua Rd., Banciao City,
Taipei 22047, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Tel: +886-2-2252-7620
Fax: +886-2-2258-9099

www.telegaertner.com

Subsidiary

Telegärtner Web: www.telegaertner.com       Tel: +49 (0) 71 57 / 1 25 100       Fax: +49 (0) 71 57 / 1 25 120       E-Mail: info@telegaertner.com
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Technical Offices, Agents and System Analysts in Germany

You will find Telegärtner stockists on our homepage www.telegaertner.com

Worldwide Sales Paths – 
Telegärtner Connects the World

-
sented throughout the world. From A as in Athens through 
S as in Singapore, to Z as in Zagreb in Croatia. Naturally, all 
products comply with the applicable international standards.

Other Telegärtner Group production facilities and sales  
offices lie far beyond the boundaries of Germany: in France, 

Telegärtner Web: www.telegaertner.com       Tel: +49 (0) 71 57 / 1 25 100       Fax: +49 (0) 71 57 / 1 25 120       E-Mail: info@telegaertner.com
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International: Subsidiaries, Agents and Distributors

Belgium

4K NV/SA
Fortsesteenweg 25
2860 Sint Katelijne Waver

Tel: +32-15-305454
Fax: +32-15-305460
info@4k.be
www.4k.be
Distributor

China

Telegärtner Taiwan Co. Ltd.
15F, No. 79, Alley 3, Lane182, Sec. 2 
Wen Hua Rd., Banciao City
Taipei 22047

Tel:  +886-2-2252-7620
Fax: +886-2-2258-9099

www.telegaertner.com
Agent

Finland

Tampereen Sähköpalvelu OY
Lentokentänkatu 
9B PL 40
33900 Tampere

Tel: +358-3-2515-111
Fax: +358-3-2515-211
tsp@tsp.fi
www.tsp.fi
Distributor

France

Telegärtner France SARL
47, rue du Trou Grillon
91280 Saint-Pierre-du-Perray

Tel:  +33-1 64 93 64 37 
Fax: +33-1 64 93 64 57
info.france@telegaertner.com
www.telegaertner.com
Subsidiary

France

Cablerie Saint Antoine
26 Avenue Paul Héroult
Arnavant Activités - Secteur Delorme
13344 Marseille Cedex 15

Tel: +33 4 91 65 92 20
Fax: +33 4 91 65 92 39
info@cablerie.com
www.cablerie.com
Distributor

France

Groupe ETN
ETN ROUEN
5 Rue Nicéphore Niepce
76305 Sotteville Les Rouen Cedex

Tel: +33 2 32 91 51 51
Fax: +33 2 32 91 51 70
etnrouen@etn.fr
www.etn.fr
Distributor

France

APM France
26, Boulevard Beaubourg
77183 Croissy-Beaubourg

Tel: +33 1 60 95 31 00
Fax: +33 1 60 06 0752
apm@apmfrance.com
www.apmfrance.com
Distributor

France

Elendil
10 rue de Brotterode
38950 ST MARTIN LE VINOUX

Tel: +33 4 76 78 36 05
Fax: +33 4 76 78 36 69
infos@elendil-distri.fr
www.elendil-distri.fr
Distributor

Greece

Teleservice Iliopoulos N. Dion. & Co EE
Kremoy 219
17675 Kalithea Athens

Tel: +30 210 957 6015
Fax: +30 210 957 4380
panosiliopoulos@teemail.gr

Agent

Greece

Alfaphonet Ltd.
Natalias Mela 10 str.
54646 Thessaloniki

Tel: +30 2310 402 500
Fax: +30 2310 402 462
info@alfaphonet.gr
www.alfaphonet.gr
Agent

Great Britain

Quadrant Connections Limited
Watling Street, Radlett
Hertfordshire
WD7 7HT

Tel: +44-1923-851-400
Fax: +44-1923-857-567
sales@quadrantconnections.com
www.quadrantconnections.com
Agent

Iceland

Eico ehf
Skútuvogi 6
104 Reykjavík

Tel: +354-570-4700
Fax: +354-570-4701
eico@eico.is
www.eico.is
Agent

Canada

Telegärtner Inc.
411 Domenic Court
Franklin Park, IL 60131

Tel: +1-630-616-7600
Fax: +1-630-616-8322
sales@telegartner.com
www.telegartner.com
Agent

Indonesia

Telegärtner Taiwan Co. Ltd.
15F, No. 79, Alley 3, Lane182, Sec. 2 
Wen Hua Rd., Banciao City
Taipei 22047

Tel:  +886-2-2252-7620
Fax: +886-2-2258-9099

www.telegaertner.com
Agent

Czech Republic

SCHRACK TECHNIK, spol.s.r.o.
Dolnomecholupská 2
102 00 Praha 10 – Hostivar

Tel: +420-2-810-08-231-3
Fax: +420-2-810-08-462
praha@schrack.cz
www.schrack.cz
Distributor

Czech Republic

Tech Data Distribution s.r.o.
Bucharova 2641/14
158 00 Praha 5

Tel: +420-225-299-111
Fax: +420-225-299-007
sales@techdata.cz
www.techdata.cz
Distributor

Croatia

SUPRA NET d.o.o.
Majstorska 5
10000 Zagreb

Tel: +385-1-4343-900
Fax: +385-1-4343-999
sales@supranet.hr
www.supranet.hr
Agent

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Telko d.o.o.
Vionica bb
88260 Citluk 

Tel:  +387 36 642 642
Fax: +387 36 642 177
telko@tel.net.ba
www.telko.ba
Distributor

Austria
SKG Netzwerktechnik GmbH
Himberger Straße 50
2320 Schwechat

Tel: +43 1 70 171-0
Fax: +43 1 70 171-89
office@skg.at
www.skg.at
Agent

Austria
RS Components Handelsges.m.b.H.
Albrechtser Str. 11
3950 Gmünd

Tel: +43-2852-505
Fax: +43-2852-53223
verkauf@rs-components.at
www.rs-components.at
Distributor
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Luxembourg

AGPartner Sàrl
Parc d’Activités 25-27
8308 Capellen

Tel: +352-26302011
Fax: +352-26302636
gast@agpartner.lu
www.agpartner.lu
Distributor

Norway

Catena AS
Jernkroken 18
0976 Oslo

Tel: +47-22 80 42 60
Fax: +47-22 80 42 61
post@catena.no
www.catena.no
Agent

Philippines

Telegärtner Taiwan Co. Ltd.
15F, No. 79, Alley 3, Lane182, Sec. 2 
Wen Hua Rd., Banciao City
Taipei 22047

Tel:  +886-2-2252-7620
Fax: +886-2-2258-9099

www.telegaertner.com
Agent

Poland

AJM Electronics sp. z.o.o.
ul. Dalanowska 29
PL -03-566 Warszawa

Tel: +48-22-512-4080
Fax: +48-22-512-4060
ajm.biuro@ajm.pl 
www.ajm.com.pl
Agent

Romania

Datacor SRL
Cerbului Str. no. 31
420113 Bistrita

Tel: +40 263 231 557
Fax: +40 263 214 633
nicoleta.birte@datacor.ro
www.datacor.ro
Distributor

Serbia

VESIMPEX d.o.o.
Petra Konjovica 12v / C
11090 Belgrad

Tel: +381-11-3510-683
Fax: +831-11-3510-899
info@vesimpex.rs
www.vesimpex.rs
Distributor

Montenegro

VESIMPEX d.o.o.
Petra Konjovica 12v / C
11090 Belgrad

Tel: +381-11-3510-683
Fax: +831-11-3510-899
info@vesimpex.rs
www.vesimpex.rs
Distributor

New Zealand

AC Technologies Ltd.
P.O. Box 91020-A.M.S.C.
Auckland 1142

Tel: +64-9-846-6633
Fax: +64-8-846-6639
info@actechnologies.co.nz
www.actechnologies.co.nz
Agent

Netherlands

Belko Connection Technology B.V.
Hambakenwetering 17
5231 DC’s-Hertogenbosch

Tel: +31-73-6-458-458
Fax: +31-73-6-458-456
info@belko.nl
www.belko.nl
Distributor

Lithuania

AJM Electronics sp. z.o.o.
ul. Dalanowska 29
03-566 Warszawa

Tel: +48-22-512-4080
Fax: +48-22-512-4060
ajm.biuro@ajm.pl 
www.ajm.com.pl
Agent

Malaysia

Coastal Electronics Pte Ltd.
1, Rochor Canal Road
#03-76 Sim Lim Square
Singapore 188504

Tel: +65-6-338-3076
Fax: +65-6-339-5185
sales@coastal.com.sg
www.coastal.com.sg
Agent

Serbia

NETIKS d.o.o.
Bregalnicka 9A
11000 Beograd

Tel:  +381-11-3088685
Fax: +381-11-2404092
info@netiks.rs
www.netiks.rs
Distributor

Montenegro

NETIKS d.o.o.
Bregalnicka 9A

11000 Beograd 

Tel:  +381-11-3088685
Fax: +381-11-2404092
info@netiks.rs
www.netiks.rs
Distributor

Japan

Japan Telegärtner Ltd.
Shibuya-YT Bldg. 02-5F
21-3, Shinsen-Cho, Shibuya-Ku
Tokyo 150-0045

Tel: +81-3-5790-7621
Fax: +81-3-5790-7622
sales@telegaertner.co.jp
www.telegaertner.co.jp
Subsidiary

Mascarene Islands

Pro Mega Reunion
14, Rue de la Guadeloupe
ZA Foucherolles
97490 Sainte Clotilde

Tel: +262-262 92 10 04
Fax: +262 262 92 10 79
info@promega-reunion.com
www.promega-reunion.com
Distributor

Israel

Argencom Ltd.
Bar Kochva Street 19
51263 Bnei Brak

Tel: +972-3-5781364
Fax: +972-3-6192049
argencom@netvision.net.il

Distributor

Italia

Telegärtner
Business Development Italy
Via Moscova 6/8
20121 Milano

Tel: +39-335-6220490

nicola.colombo@telegaertner.com
www.telegaertner.com
Agent

Italia

DIREL S.R.L.
Via Ferrini, 8
20031 Cesano Maderno (MI)

Tel: +39-362 553 265
Fax: +39-362 551 895
info@direl.it
www.direl.it
Distributor

Iran

Shabakehafzar Company (SAC)
No. 5, Ferdosi alley, North Kargar Ave, 
Across from Laleh Park
Tehran

Tel:  +9821 66594979
Fax: +9821 66910321
info@shabakeafzar.com
www.shabakehafzar.com
Distributor

Lebanon

Eltek
Faner Street, Eltek 711 Bldg., 
Beirut

Tel:  +961 1 902555
Fax: +961 1 872535
info@eltek.com.lb
www.eltek.com.lb
Distributor
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Taiwan

Telegärtner Taiwan Co. Ltd.
15F, No. 79, Alley 3, Lane182, Sec. 2 
Wen Hua Rd., Banciao City
Taipei 22047

Tel:  +886-2-2252-7620
Fax: +886-2-2258-9099

www.telegaertner.com
Subsidiary

Thailand

Coastal Electronics Pte Ltd.
1, Rochor Canal Road
#03-76 Sim Lim Square
Singapore 188504

Tel: +65-6-338-3076
Fax: +65-6-339-5185
sales@coastal.com.sg
www.coastal.com.sg
Distributor

USA

Telegärtner Inc.
411 Domenic Court
Franklin Park, IL 60131

Tel: +1-630-616-7600
Fax: +1-630-616-8322
sales@telegartner.com
www.telegartner.com
Subidiary

Vietnam

Telegärtner Taiwan Co. Ltd.
15F, No. 79, Alley 3, Lane182, Sec. 2 
Wen Hua Rd., Banciao City
Taipei 22047

Tel:  +886-2-2252-7620
Fax: +886-2-2258-9099

www.telegaertner.com
Agent

Spain

COMEL 
Comercial Electro-Industrial, S.A.
Sierra de Guadarrama, 74
P.I. San Fernando II
28830 S. Fernando de Henares
Tel: +34-91-677-4757
Fax: +34-91-677-2337
madrid@comel.org
www.comel.org
Agent

South Africa

Jasco Trading (Pty) Ltd
T/A Webb Industries
12 Delphi Street
Eastgate Ext 18
Sandton, Johannesburg
Tel: +27-11-444-2299
Fax: +27-11-444-2288
webb@webb.co.za
www.webb.co.za 
Agent

Tunesia

SATEC Tunisie
2, rue Bahri Brigui
2092 El Manar III Tunis

Tel: +216 70 860 280
Fax: +216 70 860 255
satec@satec.com.tn
www.netcom.com.tn
Distributor

Switzerland

Elbro AG
Gewerbestr. 4
8162 Steinmaur

Tel: +41-44-854 73 60
Fax: +41-44-854 73 01
info@elbro.com
www.elbro.com
Distributor

Slovakia

SKG Netzwerktechnik GmbH
Himberger Straße 50
2320 Schwechat

Tel: +43 1 70 171-0
Fax: +43 1 70 171-89
office@skg.at
www.skg.at
Distributor

Slovenia

Elektrotehnika Jamnik Kranj d.o.o
Opresnikova ulica 62
4000 Kranj

Tel: +386-42350-410
Fax: +386-42331-702
bostjan.jamnik@el-jamnik.si
www.el-jamnik.si
Distributor

Slovakia

TECHNIcomms, s.r.o.
Bratislavska 117/48
91105 Trencin

Tel: +421-32-7444-940
Fax: +421-32-7444-939
info@technicomms.sk
www.technicomms.sk
Distributor

Syria

ABTECH Middle East
Almarjeh SQ - Alfaihaa Bul 
(5th Flore - Office no 1)
Damascus

Tel:  +963 11 2224695
Fax: +963 11 44681601
info@abtech-me.com
www.abtech-me.com
Distributor

Turkey

Fibera Ltd. Sti.
Perpa Ticaret Merkezi
A Blok Kat 11 No:1586-1588
80270 Okmeydanı / Istanbul

Tel:  +961 1 902555
Fax: +961 1 872535
info@eltek.com.lb
www.eltek.com.lb
Distributor

United Arab Emirates

Synergix International LLC
PO Box 29187 
Dubai, UAE

Tel:  +971 4 355 84 45
Fax: +971 4 359 39 54
info@synergix.ae
www.synergix.ae
Distributor

Singapore

Coastal Electronics Pte Ltd.
1, Rochor Canal Road
#03-76 Sim Lim Square
Singapore 188504

Tel: +65-6-338-3076
Fax: +65-6-339-5185
sales@coastal.com.sg
www.coastal.com.sg
Agent

Telegärtner Web: www.telegaertner.com       Tel: +49 (0) 71 57 / 1 25 100       Fax: +49 (0) 71 57 / 1 25 120       E-Mail: info@telegaertner.com
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Ethernet in industrial networks – a track record

Ethernet has become the dominant IT technology. Intro-

the predominant standard for office buildings, with grow-
ing market shares in telephony and security by replacing 
the classic analogue systems. More and more industrial 
networks are also using Ethernet as a general, uniform 
technology on all levels. Industrial Ethernet has become 

to decentralized controllers and to distributed intelligence 
in the field with large, connected production networks 
has given rise to a rapidly growing need for higher band-
width. This will continue with the expanding amount of 
intelligent sensors, actuators, high-resolution video sy-
stems, and industry-ready Gigabit Ethernet switches.

There are three levels of communication in an industrial 
environment: master control level, control level, and field 
level. On the field level, field bus systems are common, 
but the different bus systems all have one drawback in 
common: Bus systems are not generic; they are applica-
tion specific and vendor specific. Different bus systems 
do not communicate with each other. Furthermore, bus 
systems need gateways to communicate with the control 
level. Any changes, such as moving site or adding additio-
nal equipment etc., requires that very careful attention is 

With MICE, different scenarios and environments can be de-
scribed in a very comprehensive way. E.g., M1I1C1E1 means 
an environment with the lowest possible demands like in 
an office, M I C E  means the harshest environment such 
as can be found in power plants. The classes can be mixed, 

of course, like M I C1E1 in the mining industry. After the 
environmental demands have been specified, the cabling 
components are chosen following the global standards of 

Each of these four ratings is divided 
into three classes:

Class 1: office environment
Class 2: light duty environment
Class 3: heavy duty environment

MICE is an acronym for

 

 Mechanical rating: impact, shock, vibration, tensile loads, bruise, ...

 Ingress rating: protection against dust and moisture

 Climatic rating: cold, heat, humidity, UV light, flame-retardence, resistance against chemicals, ...

 Electromagnetic rating: immunity against electromagnetic fields, discharges, spikes, ...

paid to the details of the bus installed. This is different with 
Industrial Ethernet on the control level and on the master 
control level: Industrial Ethernet runs over generic cabling 
like Ethernet does in an office environment. The networks 
in the production plant, at the machines, the systems, and 
in the offices, are based on the same technology, which 
leads to easier and more efficient usage and maintenance. 
Cabling is designed and installed in accordance with the in-

-
nel performance classes and component categories ensure 
reliable and future-proof networks.

The harsh industrial environment puts far more stress on 
the components of a data network than an office environ-
ment does: Dust, moisture, chemicals, mechanical stress, 
extreme temperatures, and strong electromagnetic fields 
make high demands on the cabling components. At the 
same time, production plants demand maximum reliability 
and availability. Downtime – even extremely short down-
time – is not an option. This is taken into consideration 

design engineers to specify the environmental circum-
stances. 

M

I

C

E
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For large distances or environments with strong electroma-
gnetic fields, optical networks can be an option. However, 
the cost of fibre optic cables with glass fibres, such as those 
used for telecommunication, is very often out of all propor-
tions for industrial networks. Plastic fibres can offer eco-
nomical and technical advantages. Polymere optical fibres 
(POF) are cheap and easy to install. As opposed to glass 
fibres, no special tools are needed. Installation and con-
nection can be done quickly and reliably, without the need 
for expensive splice tools or time-consuming polishing. 

The advantages of POF over copper cables are the same as 
those offered by glass fibres: immunity against electroma-
gnetic fields, no emission, and potential-free links. Typical 

more controllers are available with POF connections.

opened to civil applications later. To differ from the military 
standard, manufacturers of connecting hardware develo-

standard contains both versions. From a technical point of 

view, both versions are equal. However, it is vitally impor-
tant to have the same version on both ends. Nowadays, 
nearly all plugs and jacks are connected according to TIA 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

EIA/TIA 568 A PIN
RJ45 EIA/TIA 568 B

pair 3

pair 4

pair 1

pair 2

pair 1

pair 4

pair 2 pair 3

green orange

blue

brown

white

white

white

white

white

white

white

white

orange

orange

orange

blue blue

blue

green

green

green

brown

brown brown

RJ45

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
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Protection against foreign bodies
Protection against water

Protection against touch and foreign bodies* Protection against water*

First Code Number  Description Second Code Number Description

0
1

2

3

4

5
6

0
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8

No particular protection
Protection against ingress of solid foreign 
bodies with a diameter over 50 mm
Protection against solid foreign bodies 
with a diameter over 12,5 mm
Protection against vertically dripping
Protection against ingress of solid foreign 
bodies with a diameter over 2,5 mm
Protection against ingress of solid foreign 
bodies with a diameter over 1,0 mm
Dust protected
Dust-proof

No particular protection
Protection against dripping water
Protection against vertically dripping water. 
There must be no harmful effect on materials 
tipped (in a container) up to 15° from it is 
normal position
Protection against fine water spray
Protection against water spray
Protection against water jet
Protection against strong water spray jet
Protection against water, when the material is 
immersed in water
The material is suitable for continous 
submersion in water

* Definitions see IEC 60529 

ISO developed a standardized, systematic naming for the 
different types of construction of twisted pair cables. The 
first letter stands for the overall screen, the second one – 
separated by a slash – stands for the element screen. “S“ 
means braid screen, “F“ means foil screen. “TP“ stand for 
twisted pair, the balanced element.

-
ned (UTP)

Copper data cables (Twisted Pair) are categorized 
according to their shielding design:

S/FTP

F/UTP

SF/UTP

U/UTP

Conversion table wire dimensions

22

23

24

25

26

27

0.64

0.57

0.51

0.45

0.4

0.36

0.33

0.26

0.2

0.16

0.13

0.1

0.0253

0.0226

0.0201

0.0179

0.0159

0.0142

0.0253

0.0226

0.0201

0.0179

0.0159

0.0142

0.5

0.25

0.25

0.2

0.14

0.1

AWG d/mm A/mm² d/inch A/inch² Metric cable  A/mm²

Errors and omissions excepted.



























Ideal for planners and installers:
Simply assemble cables and fiber 
optic patch panels online

Do you want to assemble cables and connectors online or 
a fibre optic patch panel to meet your specific needs and 
then send an order inquiry to your local specialist retailer 
straight away? Then the TICNET configurator developed by 
Telegärtner is just what you need:

TICNET is simple
TICNET is available around the clock.

TICNET is fast
The user interface is so clear and easy to follow that even 
complex combinations can be assembled in just a few clicks.

TICNET is user-friendly
Whether you are a retailer or an end customer, TICNET pro-
vides the information and options you require for your work.

www.telegaertner.com/ticnet
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Copper Cables in Bulk
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Termination Tools
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Mounting Dimensions
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Index of Order Numbers
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www.steadytec.com

RELIABLE. STRAIGHTFORWARD. FAST. 
SOLUTIONS-ORIENTED. 
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Telegärtner
Karl Gärtner GmbH

Lerchenstr. 35
D-71144 Steinenbronn

Tel.: +49 (0) 71 57/1 25-100
Fax: +49 (0) 71 57/1 25-120

Email:  info@telegaertner.com
 Web:   www.telegaertner.com


